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1. Political, legal and economic framework
1.1.
Please describe the national policy in force regarding
energy and renewable energy technologies.
Federal funding via the Eco-Electricity Act (Ökostromgesetz), 2009 amendment
For feed-in tariffs PV support volumes of € 2.1 million/year.
0-5 kWp investment funding (approx. € 8 million/year.)
5-20 kWp feed-in tariffs 38 ct/kWh (open space 35 ct/kWh)
Over 20 kWp feed-in tariffs 33 ct/kWh (open space 25 ct/kWh)
State funding:
In Vienna, 30% of the investment costs (maximum of € 2,350/kWp).
In Lower Austria, investment funding to a maximum of 50% of the costs, up to € 3,000/kWp.

1.2.
Please describe the national thermal building regulations
and/or building energy certifications. Please present also
exemptions and how they are dealt with.
Solar criteria for the housing subsidies in Austria:
In the Austrian federal state of Steiermark, installation of solar thermal installations has been a
criterion for receipt of the ecological housing subsidies in new builds since May 2006. Exemption from
the installation of solar installations applies when a heat pump is installed or a year-round connection
made to the district heating network.
In the state of Upper Austria, introduction of solar criteria for housing subsidies for new builds was
th
agreed on 25 February 2008. Once the regulations come into force, all new, funded multi-storey
st
homes must be fitted with a thermal solar system and, from 1 January 2009, this also applies to all
new funded private homes too. The only exception is a year-round local or district heating connection
mainly supplied by biomass, process or excess heat, or geothermics. The obligations also no longer
apply when installation of a solar system is not justifiable for climatic reasons.
The so-called Article 15a Agreement of the federal government and Austrian states provides solar
1
criteria requiring installation of at least an oil or gas condensing boiler for all housing subsidies. This
agreement applies in all Austrian states; please follow the following link for details:
1
Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) of 30.7.2009:
www.ris.bka.gv.at/Dokumente/BgblAuth/BGBLA_2009_II_251/BGBLA_2009_II_251.pdf
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1.3.
Please
describe
the
existing
national
solar
photovoltaics/thermal/ renewable obligations. Please present
also exemptions and how they are dealt with.
See 1.1

1.4.
Are there any financing mechanisms and available
subsidies at national level for adopting solar technologies? If
so, please describe them.
Funding for solar thermal systems
Both in the past and present, this criteria is being met in both Austria and other European countries
with investment funding. Depending on the application in Austria's national average, this totals
between 20% and 30% of investment costs.
Funding for solar thermal systems in single-family homes in Austria
Both straightforward hot water generation systems and combined systems are subsidised in Austria
through the state housing subsidies. The dominant funding tool here is direct funding; annuity grants
and good value loans are also offered in individual states. The average rate of direct state funding
totals around 25% for a hot water generation system with a collector surface area of 6 m². The amount
of funding for combined systems (by means of the previously represented combined system with a
collector surface area of 15 m²) depending on the subsidy guidelines of the respective Austrian state is
shown in image 1. For this example, direct funding lies at between € 1,050 (10%) and € 3,325 (29%).
For a standard combined system, the national average lies at around 20%. Furthermore, direct
funding is also provided by individual towns and municipalities, thereby increasing the level of funding
by an average of 5% to 10%.

Image 1: Direct funding for a combined system with a collector surface area of 15 m² in the respective
federal states (Fink et al., 2008)
Funding for solar thermal systems in multi-storey homes in Austria
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Construction of thermal solar systems in multi-storey housing is also funded by all Austrian federal
states within the scope of the housing subsidies. Not only are solar thermal systems in new builds, but
also systems installed within the scope of subsequent refurbishment work provided with financial
support. The type (direct funding, annuity grants or favourable loans) and amount of funding is
different in each federal state.
The national average for state funding granted amounts to around 30% of the total investment in the
direct funding model (see image 2).

Image 2: Direct funding for a solar system in a multi-storey residential building in the federal states
(example: 48 housing units and 150m² of collector space)
Should annuity grants and loan models (for new builds and refurbishment) be converted to direct
funding according to current cash methods, the average level of national funding amounts to around
20%. Combinations of direct funding and annuity grants or favourable loans are also possible in
certain states. The details and results of the cash value determination for each states may be found
online at www.solarwaerme.at/Geschosswohnbau/Foerderungen/ (as at the end of 2007).
Funding for solar thermal systems in commercial properties in Austria
The installation of solar systems on commercial properties is supported by both the state and within
the scope of federal funding. On average, the amount of funding in the states lies at around 15% of
the investment costs and is paid out by the state economics department. Combining with the federal
funding is only possible in a few cases (Tyrol, Upper Austria, Lower Austria). Given that federal
funding is generally higher than the state funding, covering up to 30% of investment costs, this source
of funding represents the main tool in commercial properties.
Federal funding is processed by the Kommunalkredit Public Consulting GmbH (KPC). The application
itself (whether hot water generation, heating support or solar cooling for example) is not decisive in
funding eligibility, rather it is the contribution to avoidance of climate-relevant greenhouse gases.
Further information available online at www.publicconsulting.at.
Funding for the feeding of solar thermal energy into the electricity grid
In contrast to the clearly-structured funding guidelines in housing and commercial properties outlined
above, no clearly-defined funding guidelines (either at a federal or state level) exist for the feeding of
solar thermal energy into the electrical grid. Rather, every investor in this application segment must
win funding through their powers of persuasion. Experience from past projects shows that both special
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funding from the state as well as the funding model of the KPC (federal funding) are applied
selectively. The funding quotas obtained therewith vary a great deal, although the upper limit lies at
around 30%.
Public funding for solar thermal energy in Austria in 2007
In 2007, around € 50.8 million in funding for solar thermal applications was awarded by public bodies
according to the funding tools outlined above. Of this, around € 44.81 million came from housing
subsidies from the federal government and around € 6.01 million from the national environment
funding budget for commercial purposes (KPC). The funding budget was increased by € 7.2 million in
comparison to 2006.

1.5.
Please describe the national barriers hindering solar
technologies adoption.
The cap on funding, inconsistent legislation of the individual local and regional authorities and
suspension of the Eco-Electricity Act (Ökostromgesetz) of 2006-2009 prevented a constant growing
offer of suppliers and providers in the field of photovoltaics.

2. Technical framework
2.1.
Please describe the existing standards for solar systems
and components. (e.g. countries with solar thermal
obligations must comply with defined standards)
Not applicable

2.2.
Please describe the existing certification schemes for
solar systems installers and planners.
Training for solar thermal specialist.
No certification in the field of PV.

2.3.
Are there any R&D centres working in solar technologies
in your country? Please specify which and their working field.
How is their interaction with the national solar market? Can
they impulse the national solar market?
Austria has a long tradition in the fields of development and implementation of solar thermal systems
dating back to the 1980's. Research and technology development activities, which have primarily been
undertaken by the Federal Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology (Bundesministerium für
Verkehr, Innovation und Technologie, BMVIT), contribute substantially to this success. In particular,
this was achieved through tools such as contract research and, from 1999, through research
programmes such as the "Haus der Zukunft" ('House of the Future'), "Energiesysteme der Zukunft"
('Energy Systems of the Future') and, since 2007, the "Energie der Zukunft" ('Energy of the Future').
Furthermore, the participation of Austrian institutes in countless International Energy Agency (IEA)
projects has been key to the development of international networks and exchange with international
experts. Through these activities the continuity essential to research and development could be
established, albeit to a minimal degree. Public research spending for solar thermal energy lay at
around € 1.1 million in 2006, thereby totalling around 2.6% of Austrian spending on energy research.
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Research institutes:
AEE – Institute for Sustainable Technologies (AEE INTEC)
The AEE INTEC is a private research institute based in Styrian Gleisdorf. It is currently working on
further development of collector and system technology for applications in the fields of combined
systems and large solar systems for multi-storey buildings and for the feeding of solar energy into the
electrical grid. Furthermore, current areas of research include the development of process heat
collectors (parabolic channel collectors), components and system technology for solar cooling, the
development of thermotropic layers in connection with plastic collectors and the development of
storage potential. The AEE INTEC also has many years of experience in conducting field tests and
undertakes product and system development in its own test and application laboratory. AEE INTEX
has led two IEA tasks in the Solar Heating and Cooling Programme (Task 26 - "Solar Combisystems"
and Task 33 "Solar Heat for Industrial Process") and is currently working on three other IEA tasks in
the above-mentioned areas.
Austrian Solar Innovation Centre (ASIC)
The Upper Austrian research institute, ASIC, is based in Wels where it operates a well-equipped test
and application laboratory in cooperation with Wels University of Applied Sciences. In addition to
implementation of collector tests, the laboratory also supports product development in cooperation
with industry. Current research foci lie in the fields of solar thermal district heating feeding (Wels
district heating), the linking of solar thermal and heat pump systems as well as work on the phase
change materials. The ASIC is currently working on two IEA Tasks within the Solar Heating and
Cooling Programme.
arsenal research
Vienna-based arsenal research is part of the Austrian Research Centre. Foci of arsenal research lie in
the field of solar thermal heat research at work in the well-equipped and accredited test and
application centre. Output power and quality tests for collector manufacturers around the world are
carried out here. The test centre also serves as the base for collector development with the Austrian
solar industry. Furthermore, arsenal research is intensively involved in "Solar Cooling" as well as in the
linking of solar thermal heat and heat pump systems. arsenal research is currently working on two IEA
Tasks in the Solar Heating and Cooling Programme.
Institute of Technical Engineering at the Graz University of Technology (IWT)
The Institute for Technical Engineering affords excellent expertise in the simulation technical imaging
of solar systems, individual components as well as entire heat supply systems including detailed
consumer imaging. The Institute of Technical Engineering also has a test area with metrological
equipment as well as heat and cold sinks. Current areas of work include the development of solar
facade systems (COMET) as well as storage development. The IWT is currently working on two IEA
Tasks within the Solar Heating and Cooling Programme.

3. Solar market and potential
3.1.
Please provide the installed solar (photovoltaic/thermal)
capacity at national level.
Since 2004, Austria's solar market has experienced significant growth. Whilst market growth lay at
around 8% in 2004, it reached 26% in 2005 and 23% in 2006. 2007 proved to be a stabilising year,
with a decrease of 3.3%, allowing the Austrian solar industry to undertake structural adjustment and
process new markets. In 2007, 289,681 m² of new collector surface area, or 202.8 MWth of new
output power was therefore installed. Whilst more than 50% of the annually installed collector spaces
was unglazed absorber mats at the end of the 1980's, these play a minor role today, with a market
share of around 3% in 2007. Vacuum tube collectors were never of great significance in Austria and
their market share is currently extremely low (a market share of just 1.2% in 2007). With a market
share of almost 96% in 2007, Austria continues in its trend as a flat solar collector country.
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3.2.
3.2 How high is the effective contribution of solar
energy for the national energy mix?
In Austria, just 1% of the entire heat requirements for hot water and room heating (= 0.3% of Austria's
entire energy requirements) is obtained from solar thermal systems. The so-called '2020 Solar
Thermal Roadmap' (Solarwärme Roadmap 2020) was drawn up to increase this share to 10% by
2020.
PV: approx. 30 MW installed with 30 GWh/year.

3.3.
Are there renewable technologies which are widely
diffused in your country and that can therefore contribute in a
renewable obligation?
The Austrian share in production of around 37% of the total collector space installed in Europe in 2006
2
(almost 3 million m ) shows the Austrian solar industry to be well-positioned not only on the national
market, but also in the export industry. The proportion installed in Austria totalled around just 10% of
the entire collector surface installed in Europe in 2006. Around 68% of domestic production (flat and
vacuum collectors) was exported.
PV: 4 panel manufacturers: PVT, blue chip, Kioto, Ertex Solar
Production of PV movers: Solon-Hilber
Fronius inverters

4. Stakeholders
4.1.
Which are the stakeholders involved in promoting solar
urban planning? What is their attitude towards renewables
obligation?
(e.g. are building companies
used
to
renewables?)
Since 2008, all newly-built public buildings in the state of Vorarlberg must meet the passive house
standards set by Dr. Wolfgang Feist and also use solar thermal systems?
Energieinstitut Vorarlberg, Energie Tirol, Energiesparverband OÖ, LandesEnergieVerein Steiermark,
etc.
Building companies barely use renewable energies.

4.2.
Which networks are available
disseminate solar urban planning?

to

promote

and

State of development and market launch of different solar thermal applications
If one were to analyse the different solar thermal applications with regard to the status quo of their
state of market development, one would come to the conclusion that only the "hot water heating in
single and multiple-family home" application has reached the mass market. The "larger hot water
generation systems" (in multiple family homes, tourism and sport), "combined systems" and "feeding
of solar thermal energy into the electrical grids" are all still in the preliminary stage before reaching the
mass market, so the early market. Although they offer vast potential, "industrial process heat", "solar
cooling" and "water processing" (industrial waste water, desalination of seawater) are all currently still
in the research and development stage.
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